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ABSTRACT
A sequence search method was developed for searching for regular frequency spacing in δ Scuti stars
by visual inspection and algorithmic search. The sample contains 90 δ Scuti stars observed by CoRoT.
An example is given to represent the visual inspection. The algorithm (SSA) is described in detail. The
data treatment of the CoRoT light curves, the criteria for frequency filtering and the spacings derived
by two methods (three approaches: VI, SSA and FT) are given for each target. Echelle diagrams are
presented for 77 targets, for which at least one sequence of regular spacing was identified. Comparing
the spacing and the shifts between pairs of echelle ridges revealed that at least one pair of echelle
ridges is shifted to midway between the spacing for 22 stars. The estimated rotational frequencies
compared to the shifts revealed rotationally split doublets, triplets and multiplets not only for single
frequencies, but for the complete echelle ridges in 31 δ Scuti stars. Using several possible assumptions
for the origin of the spacings, we derived the large separation (∆ν), which are distributed along the
mean density versus large separations relation derived from stellar models (Sua´rez et al. 2014).
Subject headings: stars: oscillations — stars: variables: Delta Scuti — techniques: photometric —
space vehicles
1. INTRODUCTION
Delta Scuti stars are very complex pulsators. They
are located on and above the main sequence, they pul-
sate mainly in p-type and g-type non-radial modes, be-
side the radial ones. The modes are excited by the κ-
mechanism in the He ionization zone (Unno et al. 1981;
Aerts et al. 2010). The amplitudes of the radial modes
are remarkably lower than in the classical radial pul-
sators, although they lie in the extension of the classical
instability strip to the main sequence. They are close to
the Sun on the HR diagram, but due to the excitation
of the low order modes, no high level regularity of the
modes has been predicted among them. Classical pul-
sators, with simple structure of the excited modes, and
the Sun, with stochastically excited high-order modes
that are predicted to have regular frequency spacing,
have the advantage for mode identification.
The space missions yielded the detection of a huge
number of δ Scuti stars with a much higher signal
to noise ratio than we had before (Baglin et al. 2006;
Auvergne et al. 2009; Borucki et al. 2010). They allowed
us the detection of a much larger set of modes. In the
era of ground-based observations, we had hoped to match
the increased number of modes by comparing them di-
rectly to model frequencies. Unfortunately this hope has
not been realized due to the still existing discrepancy
between the numbers of observed and predicted frequen-
cies.
Up to now we could not avoid the traditionally
used methods of mode identification, using the color
amplitude ratio and phase differences (Watson 1988;
Viskum et al. 1998; Balona & Evers 1999; Garrido 2000).
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The basic problem in mode identification of δ Scuti
stars is the rotational splitting of modes due to inter-
mediate and fast rotation. Starting from the first-order
effect in slow rotators (Ledoux 1951), the second-order
effects (Vorontsov 1981, 1983; Dziembowski & Goode
1992) and the third-order effects (Soufi et al. 1998) were
intensively investigated theoretically in the frame of the
perturbative theory and were applied for individual stars
(Templeton et al. 2000, 2001; Pamyatnykh et al. 1998).
The theoretical investigation of the intermediate and
fast rotating stars exhibited a rapid improvement since
the work of Lignie`res et al. (2006) and Roxburgh (2006).
In the following years, a series of papers (Lignie`res et al.
2008, 2009, 2010; Reese et al. 2008, 2009) investigated
different aspects of the ray dynamic approach for fast ro-
tating stars. Instead of the traditional quantum numbers
(l, n), they introduced the modified quantum numbers (lˆ,
nˆ) including the odd and even parity of modes in fast ro-
tating stars. They reached a level that recently echelle di-
agrams were published; for example, see Ouazzani et al.
(2015).
In the ray dynamic approach different families of
modes, named the low frequency modes, whispering
gallery modes, chaotic modes and island modes were rec-
ognized. These modes represent different pulsational be-
havior. The low frequency modes are counterparts of the
high-order g-modes. They have negligible amplitude in
the outer layers, so they should not be detected observa-
tionally. The whispering gallery modes are counterparts
of the high degree acoustic modes. They probe the outer
layers but due to low visibility they might not be de-
tected. Chaotic modes do not have counterparts in the
non-rotating case. Due to the lack of symmetry in the
cancellation and the significant amplitude in the whole
of the stellar interior, these modes are expected to be
detected observationally. However, they appear only in
very fast rotating models. Island modes are counterparts
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of the low degree acoustic modes. They probe the outer
layers of the star and present good geometric visibility.
Therefore these modes should be easily detected obser-
vationally. Low lˆ modes are expected to be the most
visible modes in the seismic spectra of rapidly rotating
stars. For a given parity, the mode frequencies line up
along ridges of given lˆ values. However, the first diffi-
culty with studying the island modes is to be able to
identify them among all the other type of modes present
in the spectrum of rapidly rotating stars (chaotic and
whispering gallery modes).
The regular arrangement of the excited modes in stars
having high order p modes (Sun and solar-type oscilla-
tion in red giants) or having high order g modes (white
dwarfs) allowed us to reach the asteroseismology level.
The radial distribution of the physical parameters (pres-
sure, temperature, density, sound speed and chemical
composition) were derived for the Sun. The mode trap-
ping allowed us to derive the masses of the H and He
layers in white dwarfs.
Using the space data many investigations aimed to find
regularity in the δ Scuti stars, in MOST data (Matthews
2007), in CoRoT data (Garc´ıa Herna´ndez et al. 2009,
2013; Mantegazza et al. 2012) and in Kepler data
(Breger et al. 2011; Kurtz et al. 2014). The most
comprehensive study (Garc´ıa Herna´ndez et al. 2015) re-
ported regularities for 11 stars on a sample of 15 Kepler
δ Scuti stars, providing the large separation for them.
They revealed two echelle ridges with 6 and 4 frequency
members for KIC 1571717. Up to now this is the most
extended survey for regularities in δ Scuti stars.
Our goal was to survey the possible regularities of δ
Scuti stars on a much larger sample of CoRoT targets.
In addition, as a new method we searched for complete
sequence(s) of quasi-equally spaced frequencies with two
approaches, namely visual inspection and algorithmic
search. We present in this paper our detailed results
for the whole sample.
2. COROT DATA
The CoRoT satellite was launched in 2006
(Baglin et al. 2006). LRa01, the first long run in
the direction of anti-center, started on October 15, 2007
and finished on March 03, 2008, resulting in a ∆T=131
day time span. Both chromatic and monochromatic data
were obtained on the EXO field with a regular sampling
of 8 minutes, although for some stars an oversampling
mode (32s) was applied. After using the CoRoT pipeline
(Auvergne et al. 2009) the reduced N2 data were stored
in the CoRoT data archive. Any kind of light curves of
the EXO field were systematically searched for δ Scuti
and γ Doradus light curves by one of us (Hareter 2013).
We did not rely on the automatic classification
tool (CVC, Debosscher et al. 2009) because of ambi-
guities and the risk of misclassifications that might
have appeared in the original version. Rather, we se-
lected the targets by visual inspection of light curves
and their Fourier transform and kept those for which
classification spectra (AAOmega, Guenther et al. 2012;
Sebastian et al. 2012) were available. A recent check of
the new version of CVC (CoRoT N2 Public Archive3,
3 http://idoc-corotn2-public.ias.u-psud.fr/invoquerSva.do?sva=browseGraph
TABLE 1
List of excluded targets
No CoRoT ID SSF FF
16 102713193 52 −
17 102614844 78 −
42 102646094 45 −
44 102746628 51 −
57 102763839 93 −
58 102664100 35 −
59 102766985 61 −
60 102668347 123 −
61 102668428 57 −
64 102706982 68 −
41 102645677 106 14
46 102749985 63 9
85 102589213 70 10
Note. — The columns con-
tain the running numbers (No),
official CoRoT ID, the number
of SigSpec frequencies (SSF),
and the number of filtered fre-
quencies (FF), respectively.
updated 2013 February) revealed that most of our stars
(57) were classified as δ Scuti stars with high probability.
Some GDOR (4), MISC (11), ACT (5) and β Ceph (3)
classifications also appeared.
The initial sample of our investigation consists of 90 δ
Scuti stars extracted from the early version of N2 data in
the archive. Nowadays a modified version of N2 data on
LRa01 can be found in the archive. Comparing our list
and the new version, we noticed that the light curve of 14
stars from our initial sample had been omitted from the
new version. The low peak-to-peak amplitude of the light
curve, in some cases, might explain the decision but we
did not find any reasons why targets with peak-to-peak
amplitude from 0.01 to 0.05 mag had been excluded. We
therefore kept these stars in our initial sample.
Because the CoRoT N2 data are still affected by sev-
eral instrumental effects, we used a custom IDL-code that
removes the outliers and corrects for jumps and trends.
The jumps were detected by using a two sampled t-test
with sliding samples of 50 data points and the trends
were corrected by fitting low order polynomials. The out-
liers were clipped using an iterative median filter, where
a 3σ rejection criterion was employed. The range of the
light variation for most of the stars is 0.003 - 0.04 magni-
tude, with the highest population around 0.01 mag. The
brightness range is from 12.39 to 15.12 mag, covering
almost three magnitudes.
The frequencies were extracted using the software
SigSpec (Reegen 2007) in the frequency range from 0 to
80 d−1. The significance limit was set initially to 5. The
resulting list of frequencies for 90 δ Scuti stars served
as an initial database for our frequency search (Hareter
2013).
2.1. The final sample of targets and filtering
We filtered the SigSpec frequencies using some triv-
ial ideas (tested for CoRoT data by Balona 2014). We
removed
• low frequencies close to 0 d−1 in most cases up to
2 d−1, since we were primarily interested in the δ
Scuti frequency region
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• the possible technical peaks connected to the or-
bital period of the spacecraft (forb= 13.97 d
−1)
• frequencies of lower significance in groups of closely
spaced peaks, because they are most likely due
to numerical inaccuracies during the pre-whitening
cascade. We kept only the highest amplitude ones.
• the low-amplitude, low-significance frequencies in
general. The lowest amplitude limit was different
from star to star, since the frequencies showed a
different amplitude range from star to star, but it
was around 0.1 mmag in general.
We might dismiss true pulsating modes in the filtering
process, but finding regularities among fewer frequen-
cies is more convincing. Accidental coincidences could
appear with higher probability if we use a larger set of
frequencies. After finding a narrow path in solving the
pulsation-rotation connection we may widen the path to
a road.
In 10 stars only a few frequencies remained after the fil-
tering process. In each case a dominant peak remained in
the δ Scuti frequency range giving an excuse of the pos-
itive classification as a δ Scuti star. The limited number
of frequencies in these stars was not enough for our main
purpose (to find regularities between the frequencies), so
we omitted them from further investigation.
In addition, we did not find any regularities in three
stars. The 13 stars, that were omitted for any reason,
are listed in Table 1. Our finally accepted sample where
we found regularities with one of our methods is listed
in Table 3. In both tables the CoRoT ID of the stars
is given in the second column. For the sake of simpler
treatment during the investigation we introduced a run-
ning number (first column in the tables). We refer to
the stars by the running number in the rest of the pa-
per. The 96 running numbers instead of 90 are due to a
special test checking the ambiguity of our results. The
double running numbers mean stars (see CoRoT ID in
Table 3) where the filtering of SigSpec frequencies and
the search for periodic spacing were independently done
for the same stars (6 stars). The running numbers repre-
senting the same stars were identified (connected to each
other) only at the end of the searching process. The
independent cleaning due to the not-fixed limiting am-
plitude and subjectivity resulted in different numbers of
the frequencies and consequently in different values of
the spacing, the number of the frequencies in the echelle
ridges, and the numbers of echelle ridges. The number of
independent δ Scuti stars in our sample is 77, where we
got positive results with one of our methods concerning
the regular spacing. The Teff , log g and radial velocity
(vrad), derived by one of us (Hareter 2013) are presented
in the third, fourth and fifth column of Table 3.
The filtering guidelines yielded a much reduced num-
ber of frequencies. For comparison we listed the number
of SigSpec frequencies (SSF) and that of the filtered fre-
quencies (FF) in the 6th and 7th columns. Only about
20-30% of the original peaks were kept in our final list
of frequencies. When the effectiveness of our method for
finding regularities has been confirmed, the application
could be extended including frequencies at lower ampli-
tude. For possible additional investigation we attached
the filtered frequencies of each star to this paper in an
electronic version4. Table 2 shows an excerpt from this
data file as an example. Additional information on flags
is discussed later.
3. SEARCH FOR PERIODIC SPACING
Investigations on the regular behavior of frequencies in
δ Scuti stars and derivation of the large separation have
been carried out in the past (see in Paparo´ et al. 2015).
Even in the earlier years clustering of non-radial modes
around the frequencies of radial modes over many radial
orders has been reported for a number of δ Scuti stars:
44 Tau, BL Cam, FG Vir (Breger et al. 2009), giving
the large separation. The clustering supposes that the
sequence of low-order l=1 modes, slightly shifted with
respect to the frequency of the radial modes, also reveals
the large separation in the mean value (Breger et al.
1999). In all cases the histogram of the frequency differ-
ences or the Fourier Transform (FT) using the frequen-
cies as input data were used. Both methods are sensitive
to the most probable spacing frequency differences.
We searched for sequence(s) among the frequencies
with quasi-equal spacing in our sequence search method.
The visual inspection (VI) of our targets in the whole
sample led us to establish the constraints for the Se-
quence Search Algorithm (SSA). We present here the de-
scription of both the VI and the SSA and the results for
the individual targets.
3.1. Visual inspection (VI)
In the visual inspection of the frequency distribution of
our target, we recognized that almost equal spacing ex-
ists between the pair(s) of frequencies of the highest am-
plitude. The pairs proved to be connected to each other
producing a sequence. New members with frequencies
of lower amplitude were intentionally searched, so the
sequence was extended to both the lower and higher fre-
quency regions. Following the process with other pairs of
frequencies of higher amplitude, we could localize more
than one sequence, sometimes many sequences in a star.
We noticed such an arrangement from star to star over
the whole sample. We present here another example of
the sequences compared to Paparo´ et al. (2015) (paper
Part I), to show how equal the spacings are between the
members of a sequence, how the sequences are arranged
compared to each other, and how we find a sequence if
one consecutive member is missing. A new parameter
appears in this process, namely the shifts of a frequency
(member) to the consecutive lower and higher frequencies
of the reference sequence (the first one is accepted).
Fig. 1 shows four sequences of similar regular spacing
for CoRoT 102670461 (running number: 65). The se-
quences consist of 8, 6, 4 and 4 members, respectively,
altogether including more than 45% of the filtered fre-
quencies. We allowed to miss one member of the se-
quence, if the half of the second consecutive member’s
spacing matched the regular spacing. In this particular
case the missing members of the sequences are in the 20-
23.5 d−1 interval, which is in general the middle of the
interval of the usually excited modes in δ Scuti stars. The
frequencies of the highest amplitudes normally appear in
4 See the web page of this journal: http://
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5 10 15 20 25 30
Frequency [d−1]
3.321 3.472 3.494 3.285 3.472 3.481 3.501
3.534 3.407 2 x 3.408 3.557 3.429
3.528 3.478 2 x 3.458
2 x 3.517 3.478 3.458
1.382 1.604 1.539 1.576 1.661 1.609
1.930 1.868 1.955 1.896 1.8207 1.892
2.151 2.207 2.191 2.350
1.321 1.287 1.0949 1.131
2.476 2.732 2.738 2.715
1.018 0.740 0.743 0.786
Fig. 1.— Sequences with quasi-equal spacing, and shifts of the sequences for star No. 65 (CoRoT 102670461). 1st – black dots, average
spacing 3.431±0.091 d−1; 2nd – red squares, 3.467±0.073 d−1; 3rd – green triangles, 3.488±0.036 d−1; 4th – blue stars, 3.484±0.030 d−1
average spacings were obtained. The mean spacing of the star is 3.459±0.030 d−1. The shifts of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th sequences relative
to the first one are also given in the same color as the sequences.
TABLE 2
Sample from the data file
No CoRoT ID f A(f) VI1 VI2 SSA1 SSA2 SSA3
(d−1) (mmag)
1 102661211 10.0232 8.462 0 − 1 1 −
1 102661211 7.8170 3.606 2 − 2 5 −
1 102661211 14.7389 1.990 3 − 6 0 −
1 102661211 12.0054 1.602 6 − 2 4 −
1 102661211 8.7854 1.437 5 − 4 0 −
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Note. — This table is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of
ApJS, a portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
The columns contain local id, CoRoT ID, used frequency, Fourier amplitude
of the frequency, and echelle ridge flags of the frequency obtained from the
different search methods (VI or SSA), respectively. The 0 value means that
the frequency is not on any echelle ridges, while sign − denotes nonexistent
search result. See the text for details.
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Fig. 2.— Echelle diagram of the star No. 65, consistent with
the four sequences of Fig. 1. 45% of the filtered frequencies are
located on the echelle ridges (the other frequencies are shown by
small dots).
this region. The mean value of the spacing is indepen-
dently given for each sequence in the figure’s caption.
The mean values differ only in the second digits. The
general spacing value, calculated from the average of the
sequences, is 3.459±0.030 d−1.
Fig. 1 also displays the shifts that we discussed
before. They do not have random value, but rep-
resent characteristic values. Although the shifts
are not the same for each member in a sequence,
their mean values are characteristic for each sequence.
We got 1.562±0.097 and 1.894±0.047 for the sec-
ond, 2.225±0.087 and 1.208±0.112 for the third and
2.665±0.127 and 0.821±0.132 d−1 for the fourth se-
quence relative to the first (reference) sequence. The
frequencies of the second sequence are almost midway
between the first sequence, which we would expect in
a comb-like structure. The third sequence is shifted by
0.635 d−1 relative to the second one, while the fourth one
is shifted by 0.297 d−1 relative to the third one (prac-
tically half of the shift between the second and third
sequences) although this value is determined only by av-
eraging two independent values due to the missing mem-
bers in the sequences. The shift of the fourth sequence
relative to the second one is 1.069 d−1.
According to the AAO spectral classification
(Guenther et al. 2012; Sebastian et al. 2012), CoRoT
102670461 has Teff=7325±150 K, log g=3.575±0.793
and A8V spectral type and a variable star classifica-
tion as a δ Scuti type star (Debosscher et al. 2009).
Following the process used by Balona et al. (2015) for
Kepler stars (discussed later in detail), we derived a
possible equatorial rotational velocity (100 km s−1) and
a first-order rotational splitting (0.493 d−1). Knowing
the rotational splitting another regularity appears. The
shift of the fourth sequence relative to the second one
(1.069 d−1) remarkably agrees with twice the value
of the estimated equatorial rotational splitting. The
appearance of twice the value of the rotational frequency
is predicted by the theory (Lignie`res et al. 2010).
The sequences in Fig. 1 are practically a horizontal rep-
resentation of the widely used echelle diagram. In Fig. 2
we present the echelle diagram of the star No. 65, mod-
ulo 3.459 d−1, in agreement with Fig. 1. Fig. 2 displays
all the filtered frequencies (small and large dots) but only
45% of them are located on the echelle ridges (large dots).
The first, second, third and fourth sequences in the order
of Fig. 1 agree with the echelle ridges at about 0.1, 0.55,
0.75 and 0.85 d−1, respectively, in modulo value.
We found sequence(s) in 65 independent targets by the
visual inspection. The number of frequencies included in
the sequences (EFVI), the number of sequences (SNVI)
and the spacings (SPVI) are given in the 8th, 9th and
10th columns of Table 3, respectively. To archive the
work behind these columns we added flags in five addi-
tional columns to the frequencies of the sequences in the
electronic table (see also Table 2). Concerning a given
star, many columns contain flags, as many spacing values
were found by our methods. VI means the sequence of
the visual inspection, while 1, 2, . . ., flag means that this
frequency belongs to the 1st, 2nd, . . ., sequence. The 0
flag marks those frequencies that are not located in any
sequence. If the visual inspection resulted in more than
one spacing, then VI1 and VI2 columns were filled in.
Using the flagged frequencies a similar diagram could be
prepared for all targets, obtaining the individual spac-
ings and the shifts which we presented in Fig. 1 for the
star No. 65. The distribution of the spacing obtained by
visual inspection on the whole sample shows two domi-
nant peaks between 2.3-2.4 d−1 (10 stars) and an equal
population between 3.2-3.5 d−1 (7, 7 and 6 stars in each
0.1 d−1 bins).
We summarize the results on the independent spac-
ings as follows. The ambiguity of the personal decision
is shown by six cases (double numbering), where both
the filtering process and the visual inspection were inde-
pendently done. The most serious effect probably was
the actual personal condition of the investigator. Since
we do not want to polish our method we honestly present
the differences in the solution. Different EFVI, SNVI and
sometimes different spacing (SPVI) values were derived.
However, in half of the cases the independent investiga-
tion resulted in similar spacing (stars No. 1=55, 2=66
and 8=92). In two stars one of the searches had nega-
tive results (stars No. 81 and 13) while the other search
was positive (stars No. 11 and 74). There was only one
case (star No. 14=96) where a completely different spac-
ing value was obtained (1.844 versus 2.429, 3.3387 d−1).
In a few cases (stars No. 50, 54 and 77) a spacing and
twice its value were also found. However, those cases
are more remarkable (stars No. 78, 92 and 96), where
both of the two most popular spacings were found. They
argue against the simplest explanation, namely that the
sequences represent the consecutive radial order with the
same l value.
The visual inspection is not the fastest way for search-
ing for regular spacing in a large sample. We devel-
oped an algorithmic search using the constraints that
we learned in the visual inspection as a first trial on the
long way to disentangling the pulsation and rotations in δ
Scuti stars. Following this concept we could test that the
sequence search algorithm (SSA) properly works. Any
extension could come only after the positive test of the
first trial.
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3.2. The Algorithm (SSA)
We present here the Sequence Search Algorithm (SSA)
developed for treatment of an even larger sample than
ours. We define the ith frequency sequence for a
given star with n element by the following set: Si =
{f (1), f (2), f (3), . . . , f (n)}, where i and n are positive in-
tegers (i, n ∈ N). The Si set is ordered {f (1) < f (2) <
. . . < f (n)} and
f (j) + kD −∆f ≤ f (j+1) ≤ f (j) + kD +∆f (1)
is true for each (f (j), f (j+1)) pair, j ∈ N, k = 1 or
k = 2. D means the spacing, ∆f is the tolerance
value. The upper frequency indices indicate serial num-
bers within the found sequence. We define independent
lower frequency indices as well which show the position
in the frequency list ordered by decreasing amplitude vis.
A(f1) > A(f2) > A(f3), . . . ,.
Since we do not have definite knowledge that all modes
are excited above an amplitude limit, we allowed “gaps”
in the sequences. This means that the sequence’s def-
inition inequality Eq. (1) is fulfilled for some j indices
at k = 2. Formulating this in another way, Si =
{f (1), f (2), . . . , f (j), ∅, f (j+1), . . . , f (n)} is considered as a
sequence, where ∅ means the empty set. We also allow
more than one gaps in a sequence, but two subsequent
gaps are forbidden.
TABLE 3
List of our sample
No CoRoT ID Teff log g vrad SSF FF EFVI SNVI SPVI EFA SNA SPA SPFT
(K) (km s−1) (d−1) (d−1) (d−1)
1=55 102661211 7075 3.575 45.0 163 52 25 6 2.251 28,29 6,5 2.092,1.510 0.886
2=66 102671284 8550 3.650 87.5 130 19 8 1 2.137 5 1 2.161 2.137
3 102702314 7000 2.975 95.0 141 25 12 3 2.169 10 2 2.046 0.933
4 102712421 7400 3.950 32.5 103 25 13 2 2.362 11 2 2.356 2.294
5 102723128 6975 3.900 2.5 72 18 7 2 1.798 8 2 1.668 1.852
6 102703251 9100 3.800 42.5 118 27 6 1 1.850 15 3 1.767 1.866
7 102704304 7050 3.250 55.0 184 53 − − − 30 6 1.795 0.779
8=92 102694610 8000 3.700 55.0 193 55 14 3 2.470 35 8 2.481 4.237
9 102706800 7125 3.325 52.5 122 49 27 5 2.758 21,22 4,5 2.784,3.506 1.786
10 102637079 7325 3.850 35.0 162 43 21 3 2.629 21 4 2.614 1.374
11=81 102687709 7950 4.400 47.5 107 19 9 2 3.481 5 1 3.570 3.472
12 102710813 8350 4.150 70.0 94 13 4 1 2.573 4 1 2.569 3.125
13=74 102678628 7100 3.225 45.0 230 49 − − − 16 4 2.674 2.809
14=96 102599598 7600 4.000 65.0 99 18 4 1 1.844 5 1 1.866 3.472
15 102600012 8000 4.400 12.5 107 27 9 1 2.475 4,4 1,1 7.342,2.438 2.809
18 102618519 7500 4.500 35.0 102 54 10 1 2.362 18,11,16 4,2,3 6.001,2.359,3.345 2.232
19 102580193 7525 4.150 50.0 125 43 7 1 3.531 8,8 2,2 6.175,4.023 3.205
20 102620865 11250 3.975 50.0 244 40 − − − 19 4 1.974 1.097
21 102721716 7700 4.150 25.0 149 52 21 3 2.537 9,5 2,1 7.492,2.636 2.427
22 102622725 6000 4.300 −20 144 23 15 4 3.497 5,5 1,1 1.877,2.598 4.464
23 102723199 6225 3.225 40.0 113 22 9 3 3.364 10 2 1.461 1.316
24 102623864 7900 4.000 50.0 117 30 16 4 2.226 8 2 3.320 2.294
25 102624107 8400 4.050 57.5 70 32 4 1 3.215 8 2 3.299 2.100
26 102724195 7550 3.900 42.5 58 28 14 3 3.362 10,9 2,2 3.200,2.728 1.208
27 102728240 7450 4.200 25.0 168 55 20 4 3.255 18,18 4,4 5.995,3.178 1.623
28 102702932 6975 3.350 47.5 155 48 16 4 3.247 26 6 2.655 0.806
29 102603176 12800 4.300 35.0 308 64 29 6 2.342 35 7 2.389 0.984
30 102733521 7125 3.625 50.0 174 43 18 3 3.267 16,17 4,3 3.437,2.297 1.667
31 102634888 7175 4.000 40.0 179 39 − − − 15 3 2.622 1.344
32 102735992 7225 3.800 62.5 83 38 10 2 3.117 16 4 3.253 1.552
33 102636829 7000 3.200 42.5 93 43 9 2 2.303 21,23 5,5 2.396,1.540 1.282
34 102639464 9450 3.900 52.5 141 31 − − − 5 1 3.099 3.333
35 102639650 7500 3.900 32.5 78 28 16 3 3.484 8,9 2,2 3.492,2.609 3.387
36 102641760 7950 4.300 40.0 135 32 − − − 9 2 2.723 2.632
37 102642516 7275 3.700 45.0 72 20 8 2 2.335 5 1 2.586 3.012
38 102742700 7550 3.875 15.0 121 28 14 3 2.443 5 1 2.910 2.404
39 102743992 7950 4.300 42.5 126 20 6 1 2.454 6 1 4.382 4.386
40 102745499 7900 3.850 80.0 119 22 10 3 2.603 8 2 1.747 1.323
43 102649349 9425 3.950 65.0 121 16 4 1 1.949 5 1 1.947 2.119
45 102647323 8200 4.300 67.5 100 32 7 1 2.379 8,9 2,2 3.306,1.407 3.846
47 102650434 8500 3.875 72.5 210 34 13,14 3,4 1.597,2.525 11 2 1.611 1.092
48 102651129 8350 3.750 40.0 88 35 12 2 3.413 13 3 3.464 3.521
49 102753236 7600 4.100 32.5 375 37 12 2 3.767 14 3 2.317 2.604
50 102655408 7375 4.000 42.5 75 28 14,6 3,1 3.394,1.550 8 2 3.936 2.747
51 102655654 7200 3.675 72.5 97 16 4 1 3.377 4 1 1.867 3.378
52 102656251 7950 4.200 60.0 128 22 4 1 3.288 10 2 2.747 1.623
53 102657423 8150 3.425 52.5 161 36 10 2 2.523 18 4 2.492 2.403
54 102575808 7250 3.325 17.5 202 47 22,37 4,6 4.659,2.289 17,18 4,4 2.300,3.275 4.717
55=1 102661211 7075 3.575 45.0 163 43 9 3 2.337 21,24 5,5 2.544,2.262 0.874
56 102761878 7375 3.700 32.5 80 11 4 1 2.564 − − − 4.310
62 102576929 8925 4.050 32.5 104 20 7 2 6.365 9 2 1.834 1.748
63 102669422 7300 3.675 50.0 82 35 14 2 3.390 18 4 3.285 1.712
65 102670461 7325 3.575 50.0 142 49 22 4 3.459 21 4 3.437 1.282
66=2 102671284 8550 3.650 87.5 130 39 10 2 2.152 16 4 2.406 2.119
67 102607188 8100 4.200 40.0 95 23 − − − 4 1 3.101 3.425
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TABLE 3 — Continued
No CoRoT ID Teff log g vrad SSF FF EFVI SNVI SPVI EFA SNA SPA SPFT
(K) (km s−1) (d−1) (d−1) (d−1)
68 102673795 8050 3.750 27.5 65 13 − − − 5 1 1.929 2.119
69 102773976 7525 4.400 17.5 52 13 − − − 4 1 4.682 3.731
70 102775243 7950 4.250 50.0 126 31 10,4 2,1 4.167,3.002 8 2 3.059 3.676
71 102775698 9550 3.750 22.5 473 56 24 4 3.351 30,28 6,6 3.277,2.218 1.131
72 102675756 7350 3.175 77.5 342 40 23 4 2.277 23,25 5,5 2.249,1.977 2.137
73 102677987 7700 3.950 37.5 102 26 13 3 3.293 8,10 2,2 3.416,2.417 1.176
74=13 102678628 7100 3.225 20.0 230 68 32 6 3.343 37 8 2.940 0.647
75 102584233 6400 3.725 75.0 58 12 6 2 3.287 − − − 3.472
76 102785246 7425 3.800 30.0 76 37 20 5 3.527 21,21 4,4 1.772,2.067 1.761
77 102686153 7125 3.525 45.0 106 31 10,19 2,6 2.867,5.713 9,9 2,2 2.521,3.692 2.033
78 102786753 7100 3.425 55.0 238 59 22,11 4,2 2.543,3.297 29 6 2.392 1.101
79 102787451 7300 4.000 37.5 76 13 6 2 3.428 4 1 3.357 3.676
80 102587554 7375 3.700 47.5 82 34 13,14 3,2 4.293,2.487 11,15,12 2,3,3 4.247,1.734,3.365 1.712
81=11 102687709 7950 4.400 47.5 107 36 − − − 8 2 3.480 4.032
82 102688156 7725 4.400 55.0 96 21 7 1 2.308 5 1 4.098 4.032
83 102788412 8000 3.925 70.0 47 10 5 1 2.357 − − − 6.250
84 102688713 7300 4.150 47.5 111 40 4 1 3.584 17 4 2.699 2.500
86 102589546 7250 3.700 27.5 178 35 17 3 2.599 13,12 3,2 4.890,2.591 2.551
87 102690176 7425 3.525 60.0 111 35 20 4 2.551 17 4 1.458 4.386
88 102790482 7225 3.475 52.5 125 48 15 3 2.704 19 4 2.837 2.358
89 102591062 7600 3.650 30.0 101 10 6 1 2.551 − − − 6.944
90 102691322 7650 4.050 37.5 45 18 − − − 4,4 1,1 7.170,3.645 3.497
91 102691789 7800 3.750 75.0 58 20 9 2 2.648 5 1 2.803 6.250
92=8 102694610 8000 3.700 55.0 193 53 30,22 5,5 2.454,3.471 35,38 7,7 2.576,1.880 4.032
93 102794872 7575 4.150 32.5 157 58 8 1 4.346 20 4 4.219 1.706
94 102596121 7700 4.000 22.5 92 33 − − − 7 1 3.445 2.564
95 102598868 7750 3.900 35.0 76 26 6 2 3.003 10,8 2,2 2.462,3.294 2.564
96 102599598 7600 4.000 65.0 99 55 22,19 5,4 2.429,3.387 42,37 9,7 2.584,1.835 1.552
Note. — Columns: (1) the running number (No.), (2) the
CoRoT ID, (3) the effective temperature (Teff ), (4) the surface
gravity (log g), (5) the radial velocity (vrad), (6) the number of
SigSpec frequencies (SSF), (7) the number of filtered frequencies
(FF), (8) the number of frequencies included in the sequences from
the VI (EFVI), (9) the number of sequences from the VI (SNVI),
(10) the dominant spacing from the VI (SPVI), (11) the number of
frequencies included in the sequences from the SSA (EFA), (12)
the number of sequences from the SSA (SNA), (13) the domi-
nant spacing from the SSA (SPA), (14) the spacing from the FT
(SPFT).
The SSA scans through the frequency lists and selects
frequency sequences defined by Eq. (1) with a parameter
set D, ∆f and n. The search begins from the highest
amplitude frequency f1 that we called basis frequency.
The search proceeds with the frequency fˆ1 the closest
neighbor of f1, if |fˆ1−f1| ≤ D and |fˆ1−f1| > ∆f . If the
fˆ1 is too close (viz. |fˆ1 − f1| ≤ ∆f), the algorithm steps
to the next frequency fˆ2 and so on. We collect the se-
quences S1, S2, . . . , SN , (N ≤ i) found by the search from
the frequencies f1, fˆ1, fˆ2, . . .,fˆi−1 as a pattern belonging
to a given D and basis frequency f1. Next, the algorithm
goes to the second highest-amplitude frequency f2 and
(if it is not the element of the previous pattern) begins
to collect a new pattern again. On the basis of the VI
(Sec. 3.1) we demanded that at least one of the two high-
est amplitude frequencies must be in a pattern, so we did
not search from smaller amplitude frequencies (fi, i ≥ 3)
as a basis frequency.
Starting from the parameter range obtained by the VI
we made numerical experiments determining the optimal
input parameters. We found the smallest difference be-
tween the results of the automatic and visual sequence
search at ∆f = 0.1 d−1. Since we do not have any other
reference point, we fixed ∆f at the this value. If we chose
n (the length of the sequence) to be small (n ≤ 3) we ob-
tained a huge number of short sequences for most of the
stars. Avoiding this, we set n = 4. The crucial parameter
of the algorithm is the spacing D. Our program deter-
mines D in parallel with the sequences. The primary
searching interval was Dmin = 1.5 ≤ D ≤ 7.8 = Dmax.
The lower limit was fixed according to our results ob-
tained by the VI. To reduce the computation time we
applied an adaptive grid instead of an equidistant one.
We calculated the spacings between the ten highest am-
plitude frequencies for each star D1,2 = |f1− f2|, D1,3 =
|f1−f3|, . . ., D9,10 = |f9−f10|. The Dl,m values could be
either too high or too low for a large separation, therefore
we selected those ones where Dmin ≤ Dl,m ≤ Dmax and
restricted our further investigations to this selectedDl,m.
Then we define a fine grid around all such spacings with
Dl,m,h = Dl,m ± hδf , where h = 15 and δf = 0.01 d
−1.
The SSA script ran for all D = Dl,m,h searching for pos-
sible sequences for all D values.
The SSA script calculates (1) the total number of fre-
quencies in all series for a givenD, which is the frequency
number of the pattern, (2) the number of found se-
quences, (3) the actual standard deviation of the echelle
ridges and (4) the amplitude sum of the pattern frequen-
cies. These four output values helped us to recognize the
dominant spacing, since the algorithm revealed in many
stars two or three characteristic spacings. The similar
parameters that we derived by VI, the number of the
frequencies in the sequences (EFA), the number of se-
quences (SNA) and the spacings (SPA) are given in the
11th, 12th and 13th column of Table 3. The algorith-
mic search recognized many more spacing values. Ob-
viously, when we have more spacings, the appropriate
set of frequencies and the number of frequencies are also
given. The best solutions are given at the first place of
the columns.
The sequences obtained by SSA are also flagged in the
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Fig. 3.— Echelle diagrams using the best spacing obtained by SSA. The labels mark the running number of stars in our sample. The
spacings used for modulo calculation are 2.092, 2.161, 2.046, 2.356, 1.668, 1.767, 1.795, 2.481, 2.784, and 2.614 d−1 for the increasing
running numbers, respectively.
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Fig. 5.— Echelle diagrams using the best spacing obtained by SSA. The labels mark the running number of stars in our sample. The
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electronic table in additional columns (see in Table 2).
SSA1, SSA2..., etc. agree with the first, second,..., etc.
value of the spacing. The flags are similar as in the case
of VI (0 – not included, 1, 2, 3, . . ., are the frequencies of
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, . . ., sequences).
The summary of the results on SSA is the following.
SSA found independent solutions for 73 stars. Unex-
pectedly, the test cases showed seemingly more diversity.
As we noticed from the beginning, the filtering process
resulted, for some cases, in quite different number of fre-
quencies used in the SSA. Comparing to the number of
the SigSpec frequencies, the differences in the resulted
frequency content of the double-checked stars is not re-
markable, in most cases less than 10%. In any case there
are block of frequencies of highest amplitudes that are
common to both files of the double checked cases. This
guarantees that the SSA uses the same basis frequen-
cies for the sequence search. Keeping the differences of
the frequency content of the double-checked cases, we
intended to check the sensitivity of the SSA to the fre-
quency content. It is obvious that if we have a larger fre-
quency content, then we find more sequences and more
frequencies located on the echelle ridges. Of course, this
will also influence the mean spacings. Nevertheless, as
Table 3 shows, the spacings differ by less than 10%.
The comparison of the two approaches, VI and the
SSA gives the following result. They resulted in similar
spacing for 42 stars. In the SSA we found six cases with
half of the VI values. In 23 cases different spacing values
were found. The seemingly large number contains the
cases where we did not find any sequences in the star
by one of the two approaches (12 for VI and 4 for SSA.
There is no overlap in these subsets).
The best spacings found by the algorithm for the
CoRoT targets (the first value of 13th column) are used
to create the echelle diagrams presented in Figs. 3-10. All
filtered frequencies are plotted (small and large dots),
while the frequencies located on an echelle ridge are
marked by large dots. Taking into account the fixed
±0.1 d−1 tolerance we may not expect to find any effects
caused by the change in chemical composition (glitches)
or effects caused by the evolution (avoided crossing).
However, we may conclude that we found unexpectedly
large numbers of regular frequency spacing in our sample
of CoRoT δ Scuti stars. Any relation that we find among
the echelle ridges, the physical parameters and the esti-
mated rotational splitting confirms that the echelle ridges
are not an accidental arrangement of unrelated frequen-
cies along an echelle ridge.
3.3. Fourier Transform (FT)
Fourier Transform (FT) of the frequencies involved
in the pulsation is, nowadays, widely used in search-
ing period spacing and finding the large separation since
Handler et al. (1997) to Garc´ıa Herna´ndez et al. (2015).
It is worthwhile to compare the spacing obtained by FT
and by our sequence search method. We followed the
way described by Handler et al. (1997) (instead of the
way introduced by Moya et al. 2010) and derived the FT
spacing (the highest peak) for our sample, given in the
14th column of Table 3.
The FT of the star No. 65 is shown in Fig. 11. The
highest peak suggests a large separation at 1.282 d−1
that does not agree with the spacing obtained by the
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Fig. 11.— Fourier Transform of star No. 65. The highest peak
at 1.282 d−1 agrees with a shift of sequences in VI. The lower
amplitude peak agrees with 3.459 or 3.437 d−1 spacings that are
obtained by VI and SSA, respectively.
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Fig. 12.— Some characteristic examples of FT in our sample.
The labels mark the running number of the star. The simplest
and the most complex examples are in the top and the middle
panels. The bottom panels show examples with very low value
of the spacing. Both VI and SSA resulted in higher values. The
highest peak probably represents a shift between sequences.
VI and SSA (3.459 and 3.437 d−1, respectively). FT
spacing is closer to the characteristic shifts derived for
the third sequence relative to the first one (1.209 d−1)
to the leftward direction. The FT shows a peak near our
value but it is definitely not the highest peak.
A general comparison of FT spacing to our spacing
values, both visual (VI) and algorithmic (SSA), reveals
that the two methods (three approaches) do not yield a
unique solution. There are cases when VI, SSA and FT
spacings are the same (stars No. 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 48 and
79) despite the spacings being around 2.2±0.1 d−1 (stars
No. 2 and 4) or around 1.7±0.2 d−1 (stars No. 5 and
6) or around 3.5±0.1 d−1 (stars No. 11, 48 and 79). As
the echelle diagrams show, these stars have the simplest
regular structure. There are cases when VI and SSA
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Fig. 13.— Comparison of FT diagram and echelle diagrams with
three different spacings obtained by SSA for stars No. 18 and 80.
The top panels give the FT diagram. These panels are marked by
the highest peak. The other panels are marked by the spacing used
for getting the echelle diagrams. The highest peak of FT and the
best solution of SSA do not agree.
spacings are the same (stars No. 8, 12, 25 and 43), but
the FT shows different spacings. There are cases, when
VI and FT spacings are the same (stars No. 19 and 24)
or SSA and FT spacings are the same (stars No. 13, 23,
32 and 39). In Fig. 12 we present some characteristic
examples of FT, representing the simplest cases (upper
panels), the most complicated cases, when the decision
which is the highest peak is hard (middle panels), and
cases when FT shows a completely different spacing than
VI and SSA (bottom panels). Our example for the visual
inspection, star No 65, belongs to this group. We omitted
the low-frequency region applying the Nyquist frequency
to the FT.
We present the numbers of the spacings in 1 d−1 bins
for the different methods in Table 4. The numbers in a
bin are slightly different for VI and SSA, but FT shows a
remarkably higher number in the 0-1 and 1-2 d−1 region
of the spacings. In a latter phase the 1-2 d−1 bin was
divided in to two parts to avoid the artifact of the lower
limit of SSA for spacing (1.5 d−1). VI and SSA have low
numbers in the 1-1.5 d−1 bin, while FT has much higher
value. The VI definitely interpreted such a spacing as
a shift of the sequences. SSA has lower value probably
due to the lower limit that we learned from the VI. In the
1.5-2.0 d−1 bin the VI still has lower population but SSA
and FT found a similar population. In both cases there
is no additional search for the shifts of the sequences.
It is worthwhile to see how the different SSA spacings,
when more are obtained, are related to the FT spacing.
We present two cases. The FT diagram and the echelle
ridges where we used the different spacings are shown in
Fig. 13. Left panels belong to star No. 18, while right
panels to star No. 80. The panels are labeled with the
actual spacing value that we used for the calculation of
the modulo values. The top panels show the FT. The
second panels give the dominant SSA spacing resulting
in the most straight echelle ridges, but the other values
also fulfill the requirement of SSA. The FT agrees with
one of the SSA spacings, but not necessarily with the
TABLE 4
Spacing distributions
Range NVI NSSA NFT
0-1 − − 7
1-2 5 16 25
(1-1.5 − 2 13)
(1.5-2 5 14 12)
2-3 35 31 23
3-4 26 19 16
4-5 3 6 9
6-7 1 3 3
7- − 3 −
Note. — Distribution of
spacings obtained by different
methods in 1 d−1 bins. The
columns show the spacing range
and the number of the spacings
found by the methods VI, SSA,
and FT within the given range.
dominant SSA spacing.
We conclude that the different methods (with differ-
ent requirements) are able to catch different regulari-
ties among the frequencies. The different spacing values
are not a mistake of any method but the methods are
sensitive to different regularities. The VI and SSA con-
centrate on the continuous sequence(s), while the FT is
sensitive to the number of similar frequency differences,
disregarding how many sequences are among the frequen-
cies. When we have a second sequence with a midway
shift, then the FT shows it, instead of the spacing of a
single sequence. The spacing of a single sequence will be
double the value of the highest peak in FT.
If the shifts of the sequences are asymmetric, the FT
shows a low and a larger value with equal probability.
When we have many peaks in the FT, then it reflects
that we have many echelle ridges with different shifts
with respect to each other. The sequence method helps
to explain the fine structure of the FT.
4. TEST FOR REFUSING ARTIFACTS AND
CONFIRMATION OF SEQUENCES
The comparison of spacing obtained by three different
approaches results in a satisfactory agreement if we con-
sider the different requirements. However, the spacing is
the only point where we are able to compare them, since
this is the only output of FT. We cannot compare the
unexpectedly large number of echelle ridges (sequences),
since we identified them for the first time. What we can
do and what we really did, is to make any test that can
rule out some possible artifacts and confirm the existence
of so many sequences with almost equal spacing in δ Scuti
stars.
(1) We started with a very basic test. Can we get
the echelle ridges as a play of randomness on normally
distributed frequencies? Three tests, one-dimensional
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, Crame´r-von Mieses
test, and the χ2-test were applied to our frequency list for
the stars and to randomly generated frequency lists. The
frequency distribution of 14 stars showed significant dif-
ferences from the normal distribution, but in the math-
ematical sense most of our frequency list proved to be
randomly distributed. The surprising mathematical test
inspired more check.
The classical K-S test and its more sensitive refine-
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ments such as Anderson-Darling or Crame´r-von Mieses
tests are successfully applied for small samples. These
tests are indeed the suggested tools for small element
(∼ 20) samples. Our frequency lists have 9-68 elements;
the average value is 32.8. We prepared a 30-element
equidistantly distributed artificial frequency list. In our
phrasing all the 30 frequencies build one single sequence.
None of the tests, however, found significant differences
from the randomness. If we increase the number of our
synthetic data points and we reach 100-200 elements (de-
pending on the used test) the tests detect the structure,
viz. the significant (95%) difference from the normal dis-
tribution.
As an additional control case, we tested 30 frequencies
of a pulsating model of FG Vir (discussed in paper Part
I). All tests revealed that the model frequencies (l=0, 1,
and 2) were also randomly distributed, although these
frequencies were a result of a pulsation code and a se-
quence of grouped frequencies was reported for FG Vir
(Breger et al. 2005). Adding the rotational triplets and
multiplets (64 frequencies) to the list (altogether 94 fre-
quencies), the tests proved a significant difference from
the normal distribution. We conclude that these sta-
tistical tests would give correct results for our specific
distributions only if we had two to four times more data
points than we have. The present negative results have
no meaning; they are only small sample effects. In other
words, such global statistical tests are not suitable tools
for detecting or rejecting any structures in our frequency
lists.
(2) If the echelle ridges that we found were coincidences
only, we could find similar regularities for random fre-
quency distribution as well. Checking this hypothesis we
have chosen three stars which represent well our results:
the stars No. 39, 10 and 92 show a single sequence with 6
frequencies, four sequences with 21 frequencies (the aver-
age length of a sequence is 5.25), and 7 sequences with 35
frequencies (average length = 5), respectively. We pre-
pared 100 artificial data sets for each of these stars. The
data sets contain random numbers as frequencies within
the interval of the real frequency intervals. The number
of the random “frequencies” is the same as the number
of the real frequencies. The real star amplitudes are ran-
domly assigned to the synthetic frequencies. We run the
SSA on these synthetic data with the same parameters
as we used for real data. We found the following results.
We compared two parameters of the test and real data:
the total number of frequencies located on echelle ridges,
and the average length of the sequences. In the most
complex case (star No. 92) we did not find a regular struc-
ture in the simulated data, for which the total number
of frequencies located on the echelle ridges is as high as
in the real star (35). In the two simpler cases only 5%
(for star No. 39) and 2% (for star No. 10) of the echelle
ridges proved to be as long as in the real stars.
These Monte Carlo tests show that the coincidence as
an origin of few of the echelle ridges that we found in
our sample stars cannot be ruled out completely, but the
probability of such a scenario is low (<5%) and depends
highly on the complexity of the echelle ridges (the more
echelle ridges the lower the probability). This could con-
cern, in the case of our sample, a maximum of one to
three stars.
(3) Obviously a basic test was whether any regularity
can be caused by the instrumental effects (after remov-
ing most of them) and whether data sampling resulted
in the systematic spacing of the frequencies? The well-
known effect from the ground-based observations (espe-
cially from single sites) is the 1, 2, . . ., d−1 alias structure
around the pulsation frequencies. In this case, we worked
on continuous observation with the CoRoT space tele-
scope. In principle, it excludes the problem of alias struc-
ture, but the continuity is interrupted from time to time
by the non-equal long gaps caused by passing through
the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). In the spectral win-
dow pattern the only noticeable alias peak is at 2.006
d−1 and sometimes an even lower peak around 4 d−1.
The expected alias structure around any pulsation peak
is only 2 percent. A test on a synthetic light curve was
presented by Benko˝ & Paparo´ (2015). Comparison of the
equally spaced and gapped data shows no difference in
the frequencies. The requirement for a sequence contain-
ing four members is, at least, a quintuplet structure of
the alias peaks around the frequencies of the highest am-
plitude, which is very improbable for the CoRoT data.
We may conclude that our sequences are not caused by
any alias structure of the CoRoT data. Table 3 contains
some spacings with near integer value, but in most cases
different methods yielded different values. In an alias se-
quence we must have strictly equal spacing and mostly
only one echelle ridge.
(4) The linear combination of the higher amplitude
modes creates a systematic arrangement of the frequen-
cies reflecting the spacing between the highest amplitude
modes. A high amplitude δ Scuti star, CoRoT 101155310
(Poretti et al. 2011) was used as a control case for two
reasons. No systematic spacing was found for the 13
independent frequencies by our SSA algorithm which
means the star does not show any instrumental effects
discussed in the previous paragraph. To complete the
list with the linear combination, our algorithm found a
dominant spacing around 2.67 d−1 which is near the fre-
quency difference of the highest amplitude modes.
Our visual inspection and algorithmic search were
based on the investigation of the spacing of the peaks of
the highest amplitude. It was necessary to check the fre-
quency list for linear combinations. Half of our targets
(44) showed linear combinations, with one (15) or two
(12) fa + fb = fc connections. In some cases (stars No.
21, 54, 66, 78, 7, 74 and 8) 9-14 linear combination fre-
quencies were found. Comparing these to the frequencies
in the echelle ridges, we found that the linear combina-
tions were not included in the echelle ridges. There is
only a single case (star No. 71.) where the echelle ridge
at around 0.18 modulo value contains three members of
a linear combination. In other cases, only two members
fit the echelle diagrams. Star No. 38 is a critical case,
where by omitting a member of the linear combination
frequencies, we have to delete the single echelle ridge.
We conclude that the echelle structure is not seriously
modified in the other targets.
All echelle frequencies connected to linear combina-
tions in our stars were compared. The frequencies are
different from star to star, so the connection between
the frequencies does not have any technical origin.
(5) To keep the human brain’s well-known property
in check, namely that it searches everywhere for struc-
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TABLE 5
Comparison of spacings
Star SPp SPA EFA SNA
(d−1) (d−1)
44 Tau 2.25 4.62 22 5
BL Cam 7.074 7.11 8 2
FG Vir 3.7 3.86 15 3
KIC 8054146 2.763 2.82,3.45 7,12 1,2
Note. — The first two columns contain the
star name and published spacing SPp. The last
three columns show the results of our SSA search:
spacing (SPA), the total number of frequencies in
all sequences (EFA), and the number of found
sequences (SNA), respectively.
Fig. 14.— Theoretical HR diagram derived from the parameters
obtained from the AAO spectroscopy. The location of the targets
was used to derive the estimated rotational velocity and rotational
frequencies
tures (visual inspection) or any artifact in the algorithm,
we used well-known δ Scuti stars as test cases. Spacing
of consecutive radial orders were published for different
δ Scuti stars: 44 Tau (Breger & Lenz 2008), BL Cam
(Rodr´ıguez et al. 2007), FG Vir (Breger et al. 2005),
summarized by Breger et al. (2009) and KIC 8054146
(Breger et al. 2012). We checked these stars by our SSA
algorithm to see whether we would find similar results or
not.
We summarize the results in Table 5. The published
and the SSA spacings are in good agreement (2nd and
3rd columns). For 44 Tau we found double the value
of the published spacing. In the case of KIC 8054146
we found a second spacing by SSA in addition to the
first matching spacing. We also present the number of
frequencies involved in the sequences and the number of
sequences (4th and 5th columns).
We conclude that our algorithm finds the proper spac-
ing of the data and the VI does not simply reflect the
human brain. We confirmed that the echelle ridges be-
long to the pulsating stars and reflect the regularities
connected to the stars.
5. ROTATION-PULSATION CONNECTION
The basic problem of the mode identification in δ Scuti
stars is partly the lack of regular arrangement of the fre-
quencies predicted by the theory. Further complication
is caused by the rotational splitting of the non-radial
modes, especially for fast rotating stars. Application of
our sequence search method for δ Scuti stars revealed an
unexpectedly large number of echelle ridges in many tar-
gets. Knowing the regular spacing of the frequencies we
wonder whether we can find a connection between the
echelle ridges and the rotational frequency of the stars.
5.1. Estimated rotational velocities
We do not have rotational velocity independently mea-
sured for our targets. Nowadays the space missions have
enormously increased the number of stars investigated
photometrically with extreme high precision, but the
ground-based spectroscopy cannot keep up with this in-
crease. However, for our targets we have at least AAO
spectroscopy for classification purposes (Guenther et al.
2012; Sebastian et al. 2012).
Based on the AAO spectroscopy one of us (Hareter
2013) derived the Teff and log g values for our sample
used the same rotational velocity (100 km−1) for all the
stars (see Table 3). The error bars are also given in
Hareter (2013). For giving insight to the error of AAO
spectroscopy we present the most typical range of er-
rors for Teff and log g. For 70% of the stars the error
of Teff falls in the range of 50-200 K. In a few cases
(≤ 9) the errors are over 1000 K. For log g the typi-
cal range is 0.2-0.8, that represents of the 83% of the
stars. The physical parameters were used to plot our tar-
gets on the theoretical HR diagram as shown in Fig. 14.
To get a more sophisticated knowledge on the rotation
of our targets we followed the process of Balona et al.
(2015) who determined 10 boxes on the theoretical HR
diagram. Using the catalog of projected rotational ve-
locities (Glebocki & Stawikowski 2000) they determined
the distribution of v sin i for each box. The true distri-
bution of equatorial velocities in the boxes was derived
by a polynomial approximation (Balona 1975). Using the
characteristic equatorial rotational velocities of the boxes
we derived the estimated equatorial rotational velocity
and the rotational frequency for each target presented in
Table 6. To obtain the rotational frequency, an estimate
of the stellar radius is required; we followed Balona et al.
(2015) in using the polynomial fit of Torres et al. (2010)
developed from studies of 94 detached eclipsing binary
systems plus α Cen. The polynomial fit is a function of
Teff , log g, and [Fe/H]; we assume solar metallicity for our
estimates. The radii calculated this way are also given in
Table 6. We also included the mass and the mean den-
sity in the table, calculating these using the Torres et al.
(2010) polynomial fit for mass and radius.
Although these are only estimated values, they allow
us to compare the rotational frequency and the shifts
between the sequences to search for a connection between
them, if there is any.
5.2. Echelle ridges and rotation
We have three parameters that we can compare for our
targets, namely the shift of the sequences, the rotational
frequencies derived, and the spacing, or in some cases the
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TABLE 6
Estimated sterllar properties
Star R Veq Ωrot M ρ Star R Veq Ωrot M ρ
(R⊙) (km s−1) (d−1) (M⊙) (g cm−3) (R⊙) (km s−1) (d−1) (M⊙) (g cm−3)
1=55 3.911 80 0.404 2.046 0.0482 49 1.936 130 1.327 1.725 0.3349
2=66 3.985 110 0.545 2.528 0.0563 50 2.176 110 0.999 1.728 0.2360
3 9.641 80 0.164 3.044 0.0048 51 3.414 80 0.463 1.976 0.0699
4 2.340 70 0.591 1.776 0.1952 52 1.745 130 1.472 1.764 0.4681
5 2.409 70 0.574 1.677 0.1690 53 5.402 110 0.402 2.726 0.0244
6 3.335 140 0.829 2.527 0.0959 54 5.797 100 0.341 2.486 0.0180
7 6.370 80 0.248 2.519 0.0137 55=1 3.911 80 0.404 2.046 0.0482
8=92 3.540 110 0.614 2.248 0.0714 56 3.347 110 0.649 2.013 0.0756
9 5.726 100 0.345 2.428 0.0182 62 2.311 150 1.282 2.184 0.2492
10 2.679 110 0.811 1.840 0.1348 63 3.448 110 0.630 2.014 0.0692
11=81 1.347 130 1.907 1.660 0.9574 65 4.008 100 0.493 2.146 0.0470
12 1.928 150 1.537 1.920 0.3770 66=2 3.985 110 0.545 2.528 0.0563
13=74 6.651 100 0.297 2.588 0.0124 67 1.767 130 1.454 1.809 0.4620
14=96 2.222 130 1.156 1.800 0.2309 68 3.304 140 0.837 2.204 0.0860
15 1.352 130 1.899 1.674 0.9532 69 1.297 90 1.371 1.541 0.9955
18 1.143 90 1.555 1.499 1.4126 70 1.633 130 1.573 1.734 0.5611
19 1.796 90 0.990 1.669 0.4055 71 3.702 140 0.747 2.767 0.0768
20 2.986 110 0.728 3.073 0.1626 72 7.355 100 0.269 2.812 0.0100
21 1.825 130 1.407 1.721 0.3988 73 2.406 130 1.068 1.875 0.1897
22 1.248 40 0.633 1.153 0.8345 74=13 6.651 100 0.297 2.588 0.0124
23 6.039 80 0.262 2.151 0.0138 75 2.913 40 0.271 1.629 0.0929
24 2.282 110 0.952 1.897 0.2247 76 2.907 110 0.748 1.923 0.1103
25 2.220 150 1.335 2.015 0.2595 77 4.235 80 0.373 2.131 0.0395
26 2.547 150 1.163 1.870 0.1593 78 4.910 70 0.282 2.260 0.0269
27 1.668 130 1.540 1.616 0.4903 79 2.161 70 0.640 1.704 0.2378
28 5.430 80 0.291 2.318 0.0204 80 3.347 110 0.649 2.013 0.0756
29 2.096 110 1.037 3.232 0.4947 81=11 1.347 130 1.907 1.660 0.9574
30 3.649 80 0.433 2.005 0.0581 82 1.320 130 1.945 1.596 0.9770
31 2.135 70 0.648 1.664 0.2409 83 2.558 140 1.081 1.997 0.1680
32 2.851 70 0.485 1.853 0.1126 84 1.759 90 1.011 1.601 0.4146
33 6.839 100 0.289 2.583 0.0114 86 3.307 110 0.657 1.967 0.0766
34 2.962 140 0.934 2.524 0.1368 87 4.360 100 0.453 2.255 0.0383
35 2.536 110 0.857 1.853 0.1601 88 4.610 100 0.429 2.242 0.0322
36 1.530 130 1.679 1.707 0.6716 89 3.679 100 0.537 2.158 0.0611
37 3.315 110 0.656 1.976 0.0764 90 2.083 130 1.233 1.777 0.2770
38 2.640 110 0.823 1.893 0.1449 91 3.234 110 0.672 2.113 0.0880
39 1.530 130 1.679 1.707 0.6716 92=8 3.540 110 0.614 2.248 0.0714
40 2.823 110 0.770 2.038 0.1276 93 1.805 130 1.423 1.684 0.4035
43 2.754 140 1.004 2.456 0.1655 94 2.243 110 0.969 1.832 0.2288
45 1.562 150 1.897 1.779 0.6573 95 2.594 110 0.838 1.937 0.1564
47 2.861 140 0.967 2.220 0.1335 96 2.222 130 1.156 1.800 0.2309
48 3.387 140 0.817 2.315 0.0839
Note. — The table contains the running number, the radius of the star, the estimated rotational velocity, estimated
rotational frequency, mass, and mean density. The radius and mass used in these estimates were calculated from the
spectroscopic parameters using the formulas of Torres et al. (2010), assuming solar metallicity. The same parameters for
stars after running numbers 48 can be found in the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th columns.
spacings.
5.2.1. Midway shift of the sequences
In the framework of the sequence search method we
derived the shifts between each pair of sequences as we
described in Sec. 3.1. The independent shifts were aver-
aged for the members in the sequence. In the rest of the
paper we refer to the average value when we mention the
shift. There are two expectations for the shifts. Similar
to the spacing in the asymptotic regime, the sequences of
the consecutive radial orders of the different l values are
shifted relative to each other. For example the l=0 and
l=1 radial orders are shifted to midway between the large
separation in the asymptotic regime. The other possible
expectation for the shift is the rotational splitting. We
checked the shifts of each target for both effects.
Of course, we have shifts only when we found more
that one echelle ridge. Only one echelle ridge was found
in 20 stars. In 34 stars we have no positive result for
the midway shift. However, we found shifts with half of
the regular spacing (shifted to midway) in 22 stars. We
present them in Table 7. The table contains the running
numbers, the spacing, the numbering of the echelle ridges
and the modulo value of the echelle ridges for identifica-
tion in Figs. 3-10. To follow how precise the midway
shift is, we give the deviation in percentage by italics.
In some stars there are two pairs with a midway shift
(stars No. 8, 71, 72, 74 and 76), while in stars No. 28,
92 and 96 three pairs appear with a midway shift com-
pared to the spacing. Of course, it could happen that the
shift to midway represents a 1:2 ratio of the estimated
rotational frequency and the spacing, but we mentioned
them independently as a similarity to the behavior in
the asymptotic regime. In general the ratio of the domi-
nant spacing to the rotational frequency is in the 1.5-4.5
interval for most of our targets (52 stars).
5.2.2. Shift of sequences with the rotational frequency
The pulsation-rotation connection appears in a promi-
nent way when one, two or even more shifts between pairs
of the echelle ridges agree with the rotational frequency.
We found 31 stars where a doublet, triplet or multiplet
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TABLE 7
Midway shifts
Star Spacing No. of ridges Mod. of ridges
(d−1) (%)
7 1.795 1-2 (8) 0.36-0.89
8 2.481 7-8 (1) 0.07-0.58
5-4 (1) 0.29-0.79
10 2.614 4-3 (3) 0.24-0.76
13 2.674 2-4 (5) 0.90-0.37
18 6.001 1-2 (9) 0.90-0.35
20 1.478 1-2 (1) 0.06-0.57
27 5.995 2-3 (2) 0.11-0.62
28 2.655 3-5 (6) 0.93-0.22
4-2 (11) 0.05-0.60
3-6 (12) 0.93-0.37
29 2.389 6-4 (0) 0.77-0.26
32 1.671 1-3 (6) 0.63-0.17
33 2.396 4-3 (1) 0.67-0.19
54 2.300 1-2 (3) 0.54-0.03
66 2.406 4-2 (0) 0.93-0.43
71 3.495 1-4 (3) 0.65-0.14
3-2 (1) 0.85-0.34
72 2.249 1-3 (4) 0.16-0.68
2-4 (9) 0.43-0.89
74 2.940 7-5 (5) 0.64-0.15
8-2 (2) 0.77-0.28
76 1.772 1-3 (9) 0.79-0.25
2-3 (5) 0.73-0.25
77 2.521 1-2 (3) 0.51-0.04
78 2.392 6-4 (5) 0.75-0.22
87 1.867 3-2 (5) 0.05-0.54
92 2.576 1-2 (7) 0.85-0.31
3-5 (1) 0.13-0.62
7-6 (4) 0.19-0.70
96 2.464 1-7 (5) 0.49-0.02
6-5 (3) 0.76-0.27
3-2 (3) 0.92-0.41
Note. — The table contains the running numbers,
the spacing, the numbering of the echelle ridges and
the modulo value of the echelle ridges for identification
in Figs. 3-10. The ratio of the shift of the sequences
and half of the spacing is given by italics in 3rd col-
umn.
appears with a splitting near the rotational frequency.
In Table 8 we give the running number of stars, the es-
timated rotational frequency, the shifts between the se-
quences, the numbering of echelle ridges connected to
each other, and the modulo values of these echelle ridges
for identification on Figs 3-10.
Of course, we may not expect that the estimated ro-
tational frequency and the split (shift) of the doublet
and the triplet components agree to high precision. As
a guideline we followed Goupil et al. (2000) who derived
about 30% deviation in the split of the component from
the equally-spaced splitting. We accepted the doublets,
triplets and multiplets if the deviation of the shifts is
less than 20% compared to the estimated rotational fre-
quency. To follow how reliable are the doublets, triplets
and multiplets we included the ratio of the actual shift
and the estimated rotational frequency. In most cases
presented in Table 8 the ratios are even less that 10%
(13 stars). We included some examples with higher than
20% representing triplets (stars No. 10, 8 and 93) or
complete or incomplete multiplets (stars No. 78 and 92).
For getting a complete view of the connection between
the shifts and the estimated rotational frequencies, we
included cases where shifts are twice (stars No. 9, 30,
54, 55 and 72) or half (stars No. 8, 29, 66 and 84) the
value of the estimated rotational frequency. The devia-
tions are marked by an asterisk in these cases. A missing
component in an incomplete multiplet (star No. 87) is
also marked by an asterisk.
The attached file to this paper with the flags allows the
interested readers to derive the shifts between the pairs
of the echelle ridges. The numbering of the flags agrees
with the numbering in electronic table.
5.2.3. Difference of spacings and the rotational frequency
There are 25 stars in our sample where SSA found
more than one spacing between the frequencies (see Ta-
ble 3). Based on the results obtained for the model fre-
quencies of FG Vir, namely that one of the spacing agrees
with the large separation and the other one with the sum
of the large separation and the rotational frequency, we
generalized how to get the large separation if none of
the spacing represent the large separation itself but both
spacings are the combination of the large separation and
the rotational frequency (Part I paper). We recall the
equations:
SP1=∆ν, and SP2 = ∆ν − Ωrot, (2)
SP2=∆ν, and SP1 = ∆ν +Ωrot, (3)
SP1=∆ν + 2 · Ωrot, and SP2 = ∆ν +Ωrot, (4)
SP2=∆ν − 2 · Ωrot, and SP1 = ∆ν − Ωrot, (5)
where, SP1 and SP2 are the larger and smaller values of
the spacings, respectively, found by SSA, ∆ν is the large
separation in the traditionally used sense, and Ωrot is the
estimated rotational frequency.
The four possible value of the large separation (∆ν) are
(2) ∆ν = SP1, (3) ∆ν = SP2 (4) ∆ν = SP2 − Ωrot or
(5) ∆ν = SP1 +Ωrot. We applied these equations to the
SP1 and SP2 spacings of CoRoT 102675756, the star No.
72 of our sample in Part I paper. Obtaining the possible
values of the large separation, we plotted them on the
mean density versus large separation diagram, along with
the relation derived using stellar models by Sua´rez et al.
(2014). We concluded that the most probable value of
the large separation is the closest one to the relation.
We applied this concept in this paper to our targets
in which the difference of the spacings agrees with the
estimated rotational frequency exactly, or nearly, or in
which the spacing difference is twice or three times of
the rotational frequency. We mentioned the latest group
for curiosity, where special relation appears between the
estimated rotational velocity. We emphasize that our
results are not forced to fulfill the theoretical expecta-
tion. To keep the homogeneity we everywhere used the
Ωrot, the estimated rotation frequency, to calculate the
large separation not the actual difference of the spac-
ings if we have any. In addition to the SSA solutions,
we included solution for two stars (No. 47 and 96)
from the VI that agreed with the aforementioned require-
ments. We calculated the four possible large separations
for these stars that we present in Table 9. The three
groups, concerning the agreement of the difference of the
spacings and the rotational frequency, are divided by a
line. The columns give the running number, SP1, SP2,
SP1 − SP2, Ωrot and the four possible large separations
in agreement with the Equations (2), (3), (4) and (5).
Fig. 15. shows the location of the best fitting large sep-
arations (marked by asterisk in Table 9) on the mean
density versus large separation diagram, along with the
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TABLE 8
Doublets, triplets and multiplets
Star Ωrot Shift No. of ridges Mod. of ridges
(d−1) (d−1)
1 0.404 0.455 (13) 4-5 0.17-0.39
0.482 (19) 3-2 0.52-0.73
7 0.248 0.224 (11) 6-2 0.78-0.89
0.224-0.563 (11-14*) 6-2-5 0.78-0.89-0.22
8 0.614 0.521-0.551 (18-11) 6-8-4 0.37-0.58-0.79
0.325-0.355 (6*-16*) 5-2-8 0.29-0.43-0.58
9 0.345 0.664 (4*) 3-2 0.91-0.14
10 0.811 0.874 (8) 1-2 0.16-0.50
0.874-0.662 (8-23) 1-2-3 0.16-0.50-0.75
13 0.297 0.317 (7) 1-2 0.78-0.90
18 1.555 1.430 (9) 1-4 0.90-0.15
1.649 (6) 3-2 0.09-0.35
1.315 (18) 4-2 0.15-0.35
1.430-1.315 (9-18) 1-4-2 0.90-0.15-0.35
20 0.727 0.886 (22) 3-4 0.30-0.75
27 1.540 1.533 (0) 1-4 0.90-0.16
28 0.291 0.308 (6) 3-4 0.93-0.05
29 1.037 0.997-1.041 (4-0) 1-6-2 0.35-0.77-0.20
0.546-0.451 (5*-15*) 1-7-6 0.35-0.56-0.77
30 0.433 0.459 (6) 2-1 0.77-0.91
0.901 (4*) 4-2 0.51-0.77
31 0.648 0.587 (10) 1-3 0.64-0.86
32 0.485 0.478 (1) 1-4 0.63-0.77
0.571 (18) 3-2 0.17-0.33
33 0.289 0.251 (15) 5-3 0.08-0.19
49 1.327 1.568 (18) 1-3 0.39-0.05
53 0.402 0.428 (6) 4-1 0.48-0.58
0.361 (11) 2-3 0.68-0.80
54 0.341 0.611 (12*) 1-3 0.54-0.79
55 0.404 0.818 (1*) 2-5 0.45-0.78
0.729-0.818 (11*-1*) 3-2-5 0.17-0.45-0.78
62 1.282 1.277 (0) 1-2 0.61-0.92
63 0.630 0.611 (3) 4-2 0.67-0.87
66 0.545 0.563 (3) 1-4 0.69-0.93
0.269-0.301 (1*-10*) 1-3-4 0.69-0.80-0.93
71 0.747 0.654 (16) 1-3 0.65-0.85
0.672 (11) 4-2 0.14-0.34
0.859 (15) 5-6 0.75-0.02
72 0.269 0.603-0.563 (12*-5*) 1-2-3 0.16-0.43-0.68
73 1.068 1.247 (17) 2-1 0.20-0.57
74 0.297 0.359-0.356-0.346 (21-20-17) 4-3-5-2 0.91-0.05-0.15-0.28
76 0.748 0.811-0.844 (8-13) 1-3-2 0.79-0.25-0.72
78 0.282 0.364-0.345-0.297-0.361 (29-22-5-28) 2-5-4-1-3 0.93-0.11-0.22-0.35-0.50
84 1.011 0.506 (0*) 4-2 0.42-0.60
86 0.657 0.610 (8) 3-1 0.26-0.32
87 0.453 0.525-0.933-0.406 (16-3*-12) 4-2-1-3 0.17-0.54-0.78-0.05
88 0.429 0.357-0.322 (20-33) 4-2-1 0.28-0.42-0.54
92 0.614 0.567 (8) 4-7 0.96-0.19
0.605-0.699 (1-14) 5-1-3 0.62-0.85-0.13
0.766-0.605-0.699 (25-1-14) 2-5-1-3 0.31-0.62-0.85-0.13
93 1.423 1.285 (11) 4-1 0.78-0.10
1.159-1.285 (23-11) 3-4-1 0.51-0.78-0.10
96 1.156 1.123-1.254 (3-8) 1-3-2 0.49-0.92-0.41
Note. — The table contains the running number, the estimated rotational velocity, the shifts between
the rotationally connected echelle ridges, the numbering of echelle ridges connected rotationally, and
the modulo value of the echelle ridges for identification purpose on Figs. 3-10.
relation given by Sua´rez et al. (2014). The three groups
are shown by different symbols, and the large separations
obtained from different equations are marked by differ-
ent colors. The stars with ∆ν = SP1 (black symbols)
perfectly agree with the middle part of the theoretically
derived line. These are the stars with intermediate rota-
tional frequency. The stars with higher and lower rota-
tional frequency marked by blue and green symbols and
derived by ∆ν = SP2 − Ωrot and ∆ν = SP1 + Ωrot, re-
spectively, deviate more from the theoretical line. The
small black open circles represent ∆ν = SP2 − 2 · Ωrot
(next the green symbols) or ∆ν = SP1 + 2 · Ωrot values
(next the blue symbols).
We found numerical agreement between the difference
of the spacings and the rotational frequency only in half
of the stars (12 stars) for which SSA found more then
one spacings. We do not know why we do not have nu-
merical agreement for the other stars. A reason may be
the uncertainties in estimated rotational velocity.
Nevertheless, we proceeded to apply the conclusion
based on Equations (2)-(5) deriving the possible large
separation to the stars where we do not have an agree-
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TABLE 9
Possible large separation
No SP1 SP2 SP1 − SP2 Ωrot (2) (3) (4) (5)
(d−1) (d−1) (d−1) (d−1) (d−1) (d−1) (d−1) (d−1)
35 3.492 2.609 0.883 0.857 *3.492 2.609 1.752 4.349
45 3.306 1.407 1.889 1.897 3.306 1.407 – *5.203
47 (VI) 2.525 1.597 0.928 0.967 2.525 1.597 0.63 *3.492
72 2.249 1.977 0.272 0.269 2.249 1.977 *1.708 2.518
73 3.416 2.417 0.999 1.068 *3.416 2.417 1.349 4.484
95 3.294 2.262 0.832 0.838 *3.294 2.462 1.624 4.132
1 2.092 1.510 0.582 0.404 *2.092 1.510 1.106 2.496
22 2.598 1.877 0.721 0.633 2.598 1.877 1.244 *3.231
92 2.576 1.880 0.696 0.614 *2.576 1.880 1.266 3.190
96 (VI) 3.387 2.429 0.958 1.156 *3.387 2.429 1.273 4.543
9 3.506 2.784 0.722 0.345 3.506 2.784 *2.439 3.851
54 3.275 2.300 0.975 0.341 3.275 2.300 *1.959 3.616
Note. — The columns contain the running numbers (No), the spacings, the difference
of the spacings, the rotational frequency and the possible large separations in agreement
with the Equations (2), (3), (4), and (5).
Fig. 15.— Location of the stars on the log mean density vs. log
large separation diagram, along with the relation based on stellar
models from Sua´rez et al. (2014). Three groups are those in which
the difference of the spacings is: equal to the rotational frequency
(triangle); near to that value (square); or twice or three times of
the rotational frequency (circles) presented for curiosity. The color
code corresponds how the ∆ν was calculated: black Eq. (2), green
Eq. (4), and blue Eq. (5). Open circles shows ∆ν calculated with
±2 · Ωrot.
ment (14 stars) and to the stars (53) where SSA found
only one spacing. Plotting in Fig. 16 the best-fitting
value of the large separation for both groups on the mean
density versus large separation diagram along with the
relation of Sua´rez et al. (2014), we found that the large
separations are closely distributed along the Sua´rez et al.
(2014) line. The figure contains not only the two new
groups but the whole sample. Different symbols are used
for the two groups (inverted triangle, and diamond, re-
spectively) but the color code according to the calcula-
tion of ∆ν is kept in the same sense as in Fig. 15. The
distribution of the whole sample is consistent. The stars
with ∆ν = SP1 agree with the middle part of the line,
Fig. 16.— Location of the whole sample on the log mean density
vs. log large separation diagram, along with the relation based on
stellar models from Sua´rez et al. (2014). The new symbols repre-
sent the stars for which there is no agreement between the rota-
tional frequency and the difference of the spacings (inverted trian-
gle) or the stars with only one spacing (diamonds). The color code
is the same as in the previous figure, with the addition of the red
color corresponding to ∆ν = SP2.
whether they fulfill the equations or not, although some
stars appear with ∆ν = SP1 on the upper part of the
plot from group with two spacing. The deviation of the
stars with higher and lower rotational frequency can be
also noticed. We may have a slight selection effect in
the lower ∆ν region due to the limitation of the spacing
search at 1.5 d−1.
We may conclude that we found an unexpectedly clear
connection between the pulsational frequency spacings
and the estimated rotational frequency in many tar-
gets of our sample. The tight connection confirms that
our echelle ridges are not frequencies accidentally lo-
cated along the echelle ridges. They represent the pul-
sation and rotation of our targets. Of course the well-
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determined rotational frequency for as large sample as
we have would be needed to confirm the results with
higher precision than we have here. However, this way
of investigation seems to be a meaningful approach to
disentangle the pulsation and rotation in the mostly fast
rotating δ Scuti stars.
The frequencies along the ridges could be identified
with the island modes in the ray dynamic approach,
while frequencies widely distributed in the echelle dia-
grams could be the chaotic modes. Both of them have
observable amplitude in fast rotating stars, but only
the island modes show regularity as the echelle ridges
(Ouazzani et al. 2015). For the authors it is not trivial
to give a deeper interpretation of the results in the ray
dynamic approach, but hopefully colleagues will inter-
pret it in forthcoming papers.
6. SUMMARY
We aimed to survey the possible regularities in δ Scuti
stars on a large sample in order to determine whether or
not we can use the regular arrangement of high precision
space-based frequencies for mode identification. Ninety
stars observed by the CoRoT space telescope were in-
vestigated for regular spacing(s). We introduced the se-
quence search method with two approaches, the visual
inspection and the algorithmic search. The visual inspec-
tion supported the parameter range and the tolerance
value for quasi-equal spacing. The method proved to be
successful in determining the dominant spacing and in
finding sequences/echelle ridges in 77 stars stars from one
up to nine ridges. Compared to the spacings obtained
by SSA and FT we concluded that the different meth-
ods (with different requirements) are able to catch dif-
ferent regularities among the frequencies. Not only does
the spacing in a sequence represent regularity among the
frequencies, but the shift of the sequences, too, can be
found.
The sequence search method resulted in very useful
parameters beside the most probable spacing, namely the
shift of the sequences and the difference of the spacings.
The determination of the averaged shift between the
pairs of echelle ridges opens a new field of investigation.
With the comparison of the shift to the spacing, we de-
termined one midway shift of at least one pair of the
echelle ridges in 22 stars. Comparing the shifts to the es-
timated rotational frequency we recognized rotationally
split doublets (in 21 stars), triplets (in 9 stars) and mul-
tiplets (in 4 stars) not only for a few frequencies, but for
whole echelle ridges in δ Scuti stars that are pulsating in
the non-asymptotic regime.
The numerical agreement between the difference of the
spacings and the rotational frequency obtained for FG
Vir (Part I paper) and in many of our sample stars (12)
revealed a possibility for deriving the large separation
(∆ν) in δ Scuti stars pulsating in the non-asymptotic
regime. Generalized to those stars for which there is
no numerical agreement between the difference of the
spacings with the rotational frequency (14), or for which
only one spacing was obtained by SSA (53), we found an
arrangement of each target along the theoretically de-
termined mean density versus large separation diagram
(Sua´rez et al. 2014) calculating the ∆ν as ∆ν = SP1,
∆ν = SP2, ∆ν = SP2 − Ωrot and ∆ν = SP1 + Ωrot.
The large separation agrees with the dominant spacing
for the stars rotating at intermediate rate. The large
separation for sample stars with the higher mean density
and fast rotation agrees with SP1+Ωrot and for the stars
with lower mean density and slow rotation agrees with
SP2 − Ωrot (if two spacings were found; otherwise the
only spacing was used in the calculation).
The consistent interpretation of our results using the
physical parameters of the targets and the agreement
with the theoretically expected relation suggest that the
unexpectedly large number of echelle ridges represents
the pulsation and rotation of our target, and not fre-
quencies accidentally located along the echelle ridges.
Although we could not reach at this moment the mode
identification level using only the frequencies obtained
from space data, this step in disentangling the pulsation-
rotation connection is very promising.
The huge database obtained by space missions (MOST,
CoRoT and Kepler) allows us to search for regular spac-
ings in an even larger sample and provide more knowl-
edge on how to reach the asteroseismological level for δ
Scuti stars.
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